Abstract Natural language processing (NLP) techniques to extract data from unstructured text into formal computer representations are valuable for creating robust, scalable methods to mine data in medical documents and radiology reports. As voice recognition (VR) becomes more prevalent in radiology practice, there is opportunity for implementing NLP in real time for decision-support applications such as context-aware information retrieval. For example, as the radiologist dictates a report, an NLP algorithm can extract concepts from the text and retrieve relevant classification or diagnosis criteria or calculate disease probability. NLP can work in parallel with VR to potentially facilitate evidence-based reporting (for example, automatically retrieving the Bosniak classification when the radiologist describes a kidney cyst). For these reasons, we developed and validated an NLP system which extracts fracture and anatomy concepts from unstructured text and retrieves relevant bone fracture knowledge. We implement our NLP in an HTML5 web application to demonstrate a proof-of-concept feedback NLP system which retrieves bone fracture knowledge in real time.
Introduction
Natural language processing (NLP) techniques to extract data from unstructured text into formal computer representations are valuable for creating robust, scalable methods to mine data in medical documents and radiology reports [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . These implementations, however, are retrospective applications of data mining.
Voice recognition (VR) has become more prevalent in radiology practice in recent years [8] [9] [10] [11] . VR generates text data at the time of interpretation and can create an opportunity for implementing NLP in real time to enable contextaware information retrieval and processing. For example, as the radiologist dictates a report, an NLP algorithm can extract concepts from the text and perform decision support tasks such as retrieve relevant classification or diagnosis criteria or calculate disease probability. NLP can work in parallel with VR to potentially facilitate evidence-based reporting (for example, automatically retrieving the Bosniak classification when the radiologist describes a kidney cyst). Figure 1 illustrates a proposed "feedback" NLP system.
For these reasons, the goal of this project is to develop and validate an NLP system which extracts fracture and anatomy concepts from unstructured text and retrieves relevant bone fracture knowledge. We have chosen to study fractures because such a system of automated information retrieval could be useful in the emergency setting, and based on our clinical experience, the syntax and lexicon for describing bone fracture in radiology reporting is limited. We will implement our NLP in a web application and use speech recognition software to demonstrate a proof-ofconcept feedback NLP system which retrieves bone fracture knowledge in real time.
Materials and Methods
Institution review board approval for a retrospective review of 1 year of radiology reports of emergency department studies was obtained, and all reports were de-identified in compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.
Architecture
A database of 33,090 unstructured radiology reports of emergency department studies over a 1-year period was indexed in a MySql database (Sun Microsystems, Redwood City, CA) running on an Apache Web server (Apache Foundation, Los Angeles, CA).
The feedback NLP system was designed on a web-based architecture using a Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP Group), MySql, and Apache backend. This set-up was chosen for platform versatility, and all software components are available as open-source for the Windows, Mac, and Linux platforms. Figure 2 shows the Web-based interface. Fig. 1 Overview of a decision support system driven by speech recognition and NLP. As the radiologist describes a fracture, the natural language processor extracts disease (fracture) and anatomy (tibia) concepts from unstructured text to retrieve relevant fracture knowledge Fig. 2 Application interface consists of three components: (1) upper left dictation box (DB), (2) lower left natural language processor workspace (NLPW), and (3) right column NLP output (NLPO). As the radiologist dictates or types in the DB, the system extracts fracture concepts (NLPW) in real-time and displays relevant knowledge (NLPO). In this example, the NLP detects a fracture and reminds the radiologist to consider a Segond fracture and follow-up MRI. Note that the NLP correctly ignores the mention of fracture in the history section of the report and recognizes that the femur and fibula are intact For input, unstructured report text can be entered by keyboard or speech. Dedicated radiology speech recognition software was not available; therefore, we demonstrated real-time functionality using the generic English language Microsoft Speech Recognition Engine (SRE) in our Windows XP PC as proof of concept of speech triggered real-time information retrieval. The text input triggers the server-side analysis in real-time via Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX). Figure 2 shows the Web-based NLP system. Text data from the Web browser is passed via AJAX to the back-end natural language processor. The NLP system accepts raw, unstructured text and applies simple a rules-based heuristic to identify fracture concepts. The system evaluates each statement and classifies each for the presence or absence of a fracture, and if there is a fracture, the system extracts the name of the involved bone (mapped to a custom lexicon) and longitudinal location of the fracture (for example, proximal, mid, distal, diaphyseal, metaphyseal, and epiphyseal).
NLP System
The natural language processor consists of several modules that perform specific functions in series: section parser, negation engine, bone ID module, and anatomy sub-ID module First, the system uses contextual cues from standard headings of radiology reports to eliminate false-positive matches for fracture. For example, the section parser identifies the report sections contextually by evaluating paragraph headings tokens. The purpose of this function is to eliminate statements relating to the history and/or technique section of the report that would otherwise be false-positive mentions of the token fracture. For example, the phrase, "evaluate for femoral neck fracture" is an indication statement rather than a description of an actual fracture and is excluded from further analysis by the section parser.
Next, the negation engine uses regular expressions of negative grammatical constructs of to classify statements as containing or not containing an actual fracture concept. The regular expression-based algorithm identifies a limited number of syntactic patterns denoting negations such as "without evidence … fracture" ("…" characters represent wildcard words) which matches to statements such as "without evidence for femoral neck fracture" and "without evidence for femur fracture" without having to define all possible negative phrases for all recognized bone name entities. (A discussion of regular expressions is beyond the scope of this manuscript, but briefly, a regular expression is a sequence of characters which signals the natural language processor to match a pattern of text without requiring all the possible lexical and syntactic variants to be explicitly defined.)
If there is a true positive fracture concept within the statement, the bone ID module identifies the involved bone. The bone ID module maps the statement to a custom bone ID ontology table which defines a simple parent-child hierarchical relationship. For example, in the statement, "there is a fracture of the inferior pubic ramus," the NLP recognizes that there is a fracture of the inferior pubic ramus which is a child of the parent bone, pelvis, and maps the sentence to the management knowledge associated with pelvis bone. The initial recognition, however, is simple text matching to the phrase, inferior pubic ramus.
Next, the anatomy sub-ID module further localizes the fracture site along the longitudinal axis of the bone (for example, proximal, mid, and distal), and if relevant, uses the bone and anatomy sub-ID output to retrieve the appropriate normal comparison bone image and management knowledge associated with the recognized fracture.
NLP Development and Training
A previously validated natural language processor which recognizes single word negation concepts [12] was implemented to recognize fracture negations in our NLP system. From our database of 33,090 unstructured radiology reports of emergency department studies over a 1-year period, we selected a corpus of 91 consecutive X-ray exams from a 1-week period for review. We studied these X-ray reports and developed a database of regular expressions to capture the ways in which fractures were described in reports (lexicon and syntax) and iteratively train the natural language processor. We used background knowledge from clinical practice, RSNA's RadLex (www.radlex.org), and musculoskeletal textbooks [13, 14] to create the bone ID, anatomy sub-id, and management knowledge tables. The bone ID 
Feedback NLP Demonstration
The Microsoft SRE was used to demonstrate the speechtriggered real-time information retrieval capability of the system; however, performance statistics were not recorded.
NLP Validation
To maintain 100 % report fidelity, we developed a function which randomly selected X-ray reports from a pool of 33,090 unstructured emergency department reports and directly sent each report (368 total) to the NLP which processed the unstructured text (thus excluding potential report transmission error relating to speech recognition or keyboard entry). The NLP processed each report and identified the presence or absence of a fracture. The NLP output was then manually graded by investigators AW and BD. The arbitrary one year period was chosen to maximize the unique dictation styles. Exclusionary criteria included reports without a findings or impression section and non-X-ray studies.
The true-positive, true-negative, false-positive, and falsenegative counts, using the human grader as ground truth, were tallied, and a 2×2 contingency table was created. Using this table, basic contingency table statistics were calculated (sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, accuracy, diagnostic odds ratio, and Kappa measure of agreement) to summarize NLP performance in identifying fractures. Within the subset of reports describing positive fractures, 43 reports were randomly chosen, and the NLP's accuracy in correctly identifying the involved bone was manually evaluated.
Results
Speech output produced by the Microsoft SRE successfully triggered information retrieval of bone fracture knowledge in real time.
The true-positive, true-negative, false-positive, and falsenegative counts were 113, 230, 13, and 12, respectively. These tally results are summarized in Table 1 .
Based on this contingency table, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, accuracy, diagnostic odds ratio, and Kappa measure of agreement were 90, 95, 90, 95, 93, 166, and 85 %, respectively.
Within the set of positive fractures (n0125), 43 reports were randomly selected, and NLP system accuracy in identifying the bone involved was assessed. The bone involved was identified with an accuracy of 79 % (34 of 43). Of the nine inaccurately localized reports, one did not report the actual bone ("there is a fracture"), one mentioned only "multiple facial fractures", six involved phrases related to vertebral body levels, and one described an undefined structure in the anatomy database ("supracondylar").
Discussion
We have developed and validated a natural language processor to retrieve relevant bone fracture knowledge. We implemented our NLP in a web application and used generic speech recognition software to demonstrate a proof-ofconcept feedback NLP system which retrieves bone fracture knowledge in real-time.
Automated information retrieval may be advantageous to the traditional search initiated by the radiologist using a text reference or Google. Retrieved information can be presented to the radiologist without need for the radiologist to be aware that the potentially useful knowledge exists. Instead radiologist need is anticipated. For example, if the radiologist describes a "fracture of the medial malleolus of the ankle," the system could suggest to the radiologist to examine the tibiofibular joint space and inquire if the patient has pain around the knee to exclude a potential Maisonneuve fracture which is associated with medial malleolar ankle fractures and syndesmotic disruptions. In the traditional paradigm, the radiologist must be aware of (or has time to seek reference to discover) the association. Although beyond the scope of this work, a hypothesis driven study evaluating the effect of a real-time NLP system on radiologist interpretation warrants further investigation.
We chose to study fracture classification because a realtime NLP system automating retrieval of fracture knowledge can be useful in the emergency setting, and based on our clinical experience, there is a limited expression of fracture pathology in radiology reporting. In fact, despite a lack of controlled vocabulary terms for the pathology, fracture, such as buckle, impaction, cortical disruption, or cortical irregularity, the system performance is comparable to described rules based classifiers in medicine (overall accuracy 93 %) [6, 15, 16] . However, we acknowledge that other disease entities may have more lexical and syntactic complexity which may require more sophisticated approaches. For example, a renal tumor can be described as a kidney tumor, kidney mass, kidney lesion, renal tumor, renal mass, and renal lesion. Indeed, the validation process discovered additional controlled vocabulary equivalents for the fracture concept, including compression deformity and cortical irregularity. Despite this, rule-based algorithms have reported high accuracy, exceeding 90 %, for identifying concepts they are specifically designed to study, such as critical findings [16] . In contrast to devising unsupervised machinelearning quantitative models, rules-based classifiers require time-and domain-specific knowledge, along with iterative Refining the controlled vocabulary may improve sensitivity, but context is also important. One report counted as a false negative contained the phrase "cast obscures bony details." For the human reader, it is implied that a cast protects a fracture, and thus a fracture exists although there is no direct mention. An example of a false positive without a negation concept is the mention of fracture in the context of a recommendation, for example, "if patient has persistent pain at this site, recommend repeat radiographs in 7 to 10 days, to evaluate for fracture." Another reason for the relatively low sensitivity is that true positives were undercounted in reports which contained multiple fractures. This problem became evident after the training period, and instead of adjusting our system, we preferred to report the lowest sensitivity outcome.
The NLP system identified the involved bone with an accuracy of 79 %. Excluding the two statements which did not mention a specific bone/site and six statements related to the spine, the system identified the major bone in 97 % (34 of 35) of statements. In addition to incorporating specific code heuristics to account for spine fractures, incorporating more advanced forms of NLP such as parts of speech (POS) tagging may improve specificity.
Conclusions
We have developed and validated an NLP system which extracts fracture and anatomy concepts from unstructured text and retrieves relevant bone fracture knowledge. We implemented our NLP in a web application and used generic speech recognition software to demonstrate a proof-ofconcept feedback NLP system which retrieves bone fracture knowledge in real time.
